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The Immigrarion Reform and Control Act (IRCA) of t986t offered a significant benefit and created
what its sponsors hoped would be a formidable c[ub.2 On the one hand, it provided a path to legal

million undocumented persons. On the other, it established sanctions against
employers who hired the undocumented, in the hope that this would discourage undocumented work
and migration. By the time its application period ended in December 1988, the U.S. undocument-

status for nearly three

ed population had fallen to between one-and-one-half and three million persons.3 At the time, the

Immigration andNaturalization Service (INS) predicted that "[fluture growth or decline of the resident illegal population will depend partly on IIRCAs] effectiveness."4 By this measure, IRCA has
failed egregiously.5 By 2002, the U.S. undocumented population exceeded 9.3 million persons.6

The very thought of another legalization program is anathema to immigration restrictionists who
believe

it would reward lawbreakers,

create incentives

to undocumented migration, and

exacerbate

the challenge of integrating the nationt historically high population of foreign-born Persons. Even if
this were rrue, rhe alternative is less tenable. The task of removing 9.3 million undocumented persons

would be preclusively expensive, logistically impossible, and politically unpopular, given the effect on
U.S.-born family members and the U.S. labor market.T Alternatively, to ignore the issue would result
in a permanent underclass of disenfranchised persons, which would undermine the nations civic life,
values, and security.

that, whatever its form, a legalization program will be required in the near
future. The article will discuss three aspects of this problem. The first section will outline the need for

This article

assumes

program, by describing the growing socio-economic breach between the nation's nativeand foreign-born persons, particularly the undocumented. It will argue that a Program is necessary
from the perspecrives of immigrant families, laborers, and the nationt security. The second section

a legalization

will

analyze rhe successes and deficiencies of IRCAs legalization programs. The

third will make spe-

cific recommendations on how to craft a future program.

rPub. L. No.99-603, 100 Stat.3359 (Nov. 6, 1986).
2prr, of this rticle have been adapted lrom nvo erlier articles. C. !flheeler, "lssons lrom kgaliation," Catholic Legal hnmigration News (Feb. 2004);
D. Kemin, "Ameria's Second Class Non-Citizens: tVhyAn Amnesty Worit Suffice," Orcasional Papr series, Center for Migration Studis (2001)'
3U.S. Immigration md Naturaliation Seruice, "1988 Statistical Yeabook" (Aug. 1989) at xliv.
4r)
5U.S. border enforcement efforts, which expanded five-fotd benveen 1988 md 2000, have also 6iled to stem undocumented migration. U'S.
Immigration and Naturaliation Service, "Border Patrol Resources - Obligations FY 1980 through FY 2000 - Actua]" (Feb. 6, 2001).
6J. Passel, R. Capps, md M. Fix, "Undocumented Immigrants: Facts and Figures," Urbm Institute Immigration Studies Program An.12'2004),
71n2002, the United States formally removed 148,619 foreign-born persons (including law{ul permanent residents), only a fraction ofthe undocu-

mented population. U.S. Deputment of Homelmd Securiry "2002 Yerbook of Immigration Statistia" (Oct. 2003) at 187.

THE NEED FOR A LEGALIzuTION PROGRAM
The Grou.,ing Breach Between Natiue Born and Foreign Born, Particularly the
Undocumented
The United States is experiencing the greatest sustained wave of immigration in its history. By 2002,
the foreign-born population reached 34 million persons, 24 million of whom had entered the United

in the 1980s and 1990s.8 More immigrants entered the country in these rwo decades than in
any previous decade in U.S. history.r Foreign-born children and U.S.-born children of immigrants
States

in the United States.t0Ten percent of all children in the counrry
live in "mixed-status" families, i.e.,withat least one noncitizen parenr and one citizen child.ll During
rePresent 20 percent of all children

the 1990s, the foreign-born populations in 37 nontraditional immigrant-receiving srates grew ar rwice
the rate of the six largest traditional receiving states, making immigration a narional phenomenon.12

The foreign born comprise 14 percent of the U.S. workforce,l3 ,rr4 berween 1990 and 2001 they
filled 50 percent of new U.S. jobs.ta The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) projects an increase of
21.3 million U.S. jobs from 2002 to 2012, with some of the fastest growth in "service," "construc[ion," and other jobs that immigrants disproportionately fill.t:
Immigrants play avital role in the United States' defining institutions, and its political, social, and
economic strength will increasingly depend on their contributions. Yet without the abiliry to legalize status, they

will not

be able to become

full participants and contributors to U.S. sociery. Nor will

they be able to narrow the widening divide between themselves and the native born.

The indicia of this divide can be seen in poverty rates, disparities berween children, and poor
working conditions. In 1980, the poverry rate among foreign-born persons narrowly exceeded the
native-born rate.16 By 2001, 16.1 percent of the foreign born, including 20.6 percent of Latin
Americans, lived in poverty, compared to 11.1 percent of natives.lT From 1970 to 2000, the poverry

8M. Fix,
J.

Passel

and K. Sucher, "Immigrms

Fmilis

and \florkers:

tends in Naturalization," Urban Instirute (Sept. 2003) at 2.

eId.

roR.G. Rumbaut, "Coming of Age in Immigraat America," Research Perspectiues on Migration,Yol. l, No. 6 (Jm./Feb.
1998).
I lThe
Urbm Institute, "All Under One RooF: Mixed Statu Fmilies in ar Era of Reforrri' (June 1999) at 2.

tzld at9.

l3U.S. Deprtment oFl,abor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, "labor Force Status of the Civilim Noninstitutional Population
l6Years and Over byAge,
Ss, Race, Hispanic Origin, Country of Birth, md Citizenship Status, 1999 Annual Averages" (2000).
l4A. Sum, N' Fogg, and P Hrrington, "lmmigrant rWorkers ard the Great Amerim
Job Machine: The Contributions of New Foreign Immigration
to National and Regional Labor Force Growth in the 1990s," Center for labor Market Studies, Northeastern Universiry (Aug. 2002) at 16 and 19.
r5D. Hecker, "Occupational Employment Projections ro 2012," Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Monthly Labor Reaieu (Feb. 2004) at 80-81, 87 and 91.
l6M. Fix and !7i Zimmermaa, "The Integration of Immigrant Fmilies in the United Srates," The Urban Institute (June 2000) at
v [hereinafter "The
Integradon of Immigranr Families"].
r7D. Schmidley, "The Foreign Born Population in the United States: March 2002," U.S. Census
Bureau, Current Population Reports, P2o-539
(2003).

rate of the children of immigrants rose

from

11

.6 percent to 21.6 percent.18 During the same period,

the poverty rate among non-Hispanic white children rose a fraction, from 9.1 percent to 9.2 percent.l9 The ten percent of U.S. children who live in "mixed-starus" families represenr 15 percent of
the nationt poor children.20 The children of immigrants increasingly attend ethnically segregated and

"linguistically isolated" schools; roughly half of those with "limited English proficiency" amend
schools where 31 percent of the students lack basic proficiency in English.zl Furthermore, federal law

requires states to charge out-of-state or international

tuition to undocumented, in-state residents.22

This will prevent tens of thousands of children from continuing their educations beyond high school.
In 2001, 31.1 percent of "full-time, year-round" foreign-born workers earned less than $20,000,
compared

to

17

.4 percent of native workers.23 Two thirds of undocumented workers earned less than

200 percent of the minimum wage,z4 compared to 48 percent of all immigrant workers end 32 percent of native workers.25 Lower-end, predominantly undocumented workers fare particularly poorly. In Los Angeles, the average garment worker earns less than $8,000 ayear.26 Florida farmworkers
earn 40 cents for every 32 pounds of tomatoes they pick, a rate rhar has remained steady for 30
Day laborers surveyed in Southern California earned a mean salary of $568 a month.28 Not
coincidentally, i8 percent of foreign-born workers have less than a ninth-grade education, compared
years.27

to one percent of the native born.29

Most immigrants fail to receive basic benefits through work. Only 47 percenr of foreign-born
workers, for example, received health insurance in their jobs in 1999, including 37 percent of
Hispanic men and 34 percent of Hispanic women, compared to 59.2 percent of the native born.30 In

a 1999 study, not a single one of 481

r8J. Van
h

day laborers

in Southern California had health

Hook, "Poverty Grows Among Children of Immigrants in U.S.," Migration Infomation
print. cfn?I D = t I 8.

Source (Dec.

l,

insurance.3l

2003), available at

ttp : //wuu. migra ti oninfo rmati on. org/ tlsfocus /

teId.

20"The Integration of Immigrmt Fmilies" at 17.
2lRuiz-de-Velasco and Fix, "Overlooked and Underserved: Immigrant Students in
U.S. Seconduy Schools," The Urban Institute (Dec. 2000) at 14.
22lllegal Immigration Reform and Immigrmt ResponsibilityAct of 1996, Pub. L. No.
lO4-208,110 Stat. 3009 (Sept. 30, 1996), Sr05.
23"The Foreign-Born Population: Match 2002" et 6,
24J. Pssel, R. Capps, and M.
Fix, "Undocumented Immigrmts: Facs md Figures," Urban Institute Immigration Studies Progrm Qn. 12,2004).
25R. CaPPn M. Fix,
J. Passel, J. Ost, md D. Perez-Lopez, 'A Profile of the Low-lilZage Immigrmt'Workforce," Urbm Institute, Immigration Studies

Progrm (Nov. 2003) at 2 [hereinafter "The bw-lVage Immigrmt'iforkforce"].
md H. Rubenstein, Betueen a Roch and a Hard Pltce: A Hixory ofAmerican

26P Liebhold

Sueatshops, 1820-Present,

UCLA Asian Amerim Studies

Center and Simon -Mesenthal Center Museum of Tolermces (1999) at 56-57.
27B. Muwell, "Someone to Fight for Farmworkers' fughts,"
Sr. Petersburg Times (Feb. 21, 2OOl).
28A. Valenzuela, "DayI-aborers in Southern
California: Preliminary Findings from the Daylabor Sutrey," Center for the Studyof Urban Poverty

(May30, 1999) at ll.

z9"The Low-\fage Immigrmt \Torkforce" at 3.
30"The Integradon of Immigrant Fmilies" at 24.
3rN. Cleelmd, "Mmy Day Iaborers Prefer Their \7ork to Regulu
Jobs,"

Los Angelrs Times

(ltne 19,

1999).

Immigrants also suffer from occupational hazards and perilous working conditions. These include
pesticide poisoning,32 dangerous construction sites,33 exposure to chemicals,34 repetitive stress injuries
and cuts,35 and even involuntary servitude.36 Mexican nationals, who represent an esdmated 58 per-

cent of the U.S. undocumented,3T are 80 percent more likely to suffer fatal injuries on the job than
native-born workers.3s Legal status will be crucial to improving the work prospecrs and conditions of
immigrants. The precedent is clear. In the four to five years after IRCA, the wages of legalized workers increased 15 percent.3gThe program also spurred an increased investment by its beneficiaries

in

training, education, and development of language skills.a0

Immigrarut Families

in 1996 - the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibiliry Act of
*1996Immigration
Act"),41 the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalry Act of 1996,42
1996 (the

Three laws passed

and the Personal Responsibiliry and \Work Opportuniry Reconciliation Act
\Telfare Act")41

-

make

it

of

1996 (the "1996

impossible for most undocumented persons to legalize their status or orh-

erwise establish themselves

in the United States. A legalization program, with a broad waiver for

immigration violations, will be necessary to remedy the cumulative effect of those laws.
Most legal immigrants come to join U.S. citizen or lar,vful permanent resident family members,
who petition on their behalf. Under the 1996 Immigration Act, petitioners musr demonsrrare the

32U.S. General Accounting Ofiice, "Pesticides: Improvements Needed to Ensure the Safety of Farmworkers md Their Children," GAO/RCED-00-40

(Mar. 2000)

*

5-6,23.

33U.S. Department of labor, "National Census of Fata.l Occupational Injuries in 2002" (Sept. 17, 2OO3) at 8 (ln 2002, 1,121 workers were fatally
injured in construction jobs, the largest total by industry in the nadon.); J. Forero, "lmmigrmt laborers SayThey Know of Job Nsks," Mu York
Times Q'Iov.24, 1999).
34Public
Justice Center, "The Disposable !7'orkforce: A Workert Perspective" (1999) at 15-24; U.S. General Accounting Ofiice, "Meatpacking Plant
'WorHorce md
Safety," GAO/RCED-98-62 (Feb. 27,1998); U.S. Deprtment of Labor, "Poultry Processing Complimce Survey Fact SheeC' (Feb.

10, 1998).
35D. Kerwin, "The Fight for Dignity: Immigrant l,aborers in the Restructured Americm Economy," In

All Thing (Mr. 2000) [hereinafter "The
Fight for Dignity'l at 18.
36J. Bowe, "Nobodies: Does Slavery Exist in America?," The Mu Yorker (Apr. 2l U 28,2003); D. France, "slaveryt New Face," Musueek (Dec.l8,
2000); Catholic Legal Immigration Network, Inc., "\7ork l7ithout Justice: Low-Wage Immigrant laborers," (2000) at 7-8, 16-21; Human Righ6
Vatch, "Unfair Advmtage: W'orkers' Freedom of Association in the United States Under International Humm Rights Standards" (Aug. 2000) [hereinafter "Unfair Advantage"l * 17 6-178.
378.L. Lowell md R. Suro, "How many undocumented: The numbers behind the U.S.-Mexico Migration Talls," The Pew Hispmic Center (Much

*

21,2002) 6.
3tJ. Pritchard, "Mexican \(orker Deaths Rise Sharply," lssociated Pres (Mar. 12,2004).
39U.S. Department of Labor, "Effeca of the Immigration Reform and Control Act: Characteristics and l.abor Market Behavior of the legalized
Population Five Years Following kgalization' (May 1996)
43.
4old.
45.

*

4rpub.^t L. No. 104-208, lt0 Stat. 3009 (Sept. 30, t996).
42Pub. L. No. 104-132, I 10 Stat. 1214 (Apr. 24, t996).
43Pub. L. No. 104-193, ll0 Stat. 210, (Aug. 22, t996).

of the federal poverry guidelines and must agree to
maintain their family member at the same level.4a The petitioner bears this responsibiliry until the
family member naturalizes or works for 40 "qualifying quarters," norma[y ten years.45 Until then, the
means ro mainrain an income

of

125 percent

federal or state government can sue the sponsor to reimburse the cost of any "means-tested" public

benefit used by the immigrafi.46If the petitioner cannot meet the 125 percent level through his or
her own income or assets, he or she must obtain a co-sponsor who agrees to assume these responsibilities and liabilities.47 Twenry percent of U.S. citizens and permanent residents who seek legal assisrance ar charitable immigration programs cannot satisfy these requirements, meaning that their fam-

ily members have no avenue to lawful status.48
These restrictions atrempr to screen out persons who might eventually need public benefits. Yet,

the 1996 \Telfare Act barred many immigrants who entered the country rfter August 22,1996 from
obtaining "means-resred" benefits for five years.49 After this time, "deeming'(attributing the sPonsors' income to rhe immigrant) disqualifies most immigrants from receiving benefits

until they natu-

ralize or work for ten years.

The 1996 Immigration Act also created

a series

of bars to admission based on undocumented sta-

rus, past removals, illegal reentries, and other offenses that the law previously treated as forgivable.
Those who have been unlawfully in the United States for more than 180 days face a three-year bar to

reenrry; those who have been unlawfufly present for more than one year face a ten-year bar.50 This
provision can be waived if the immigrantt exclusion would result in "extreme hardship" to his or her
U.S. citizen or lawful permanent resident spouse or parent, but not to his or her child.;1 Those who
have been unlawfully present for more than one year or who were ordered removed, and who illegal-

ly reenter or artempr ro reenter

fece a permanent bar,

with

a waiver possible

only after residing ten

years outside the United States.52

The law reserves particularly harsh treatment for persons who were once removed or ordered
removed, regardless of whether they have families in the United States. It bars the return for five years
of "arriving aliens" who were ordered removed,53 for ten years for persons ordered removed in stan-

44lmmigration md Nationaliry Act

ti INa SzrA(a)(2)-(3).
46

("INA') SS2t3A(f)(1)(E)

and 213A(a)(l)(A).

INA 5213A(b).
47rNA S213A(fXr).
4sCatholic lrgal Immigration Network, Inc., The Afi.darit of Support and lts Effect on Lou-Income Families (Atg.2000\ at7.
4e8 USC St6t3; 1996 Welfare Act S403(a).
iorNA

S2 I 2(a)

(9XBXiXr)-(tr).

itrNA 52t2(aX9)(B)(v).
:ztNA 52t2(a)(9XC).

::INA

52

l2(aX9)(A)(i).

a second or subsequent time'55 and forevdard removal proceedin g,54 for 20 years for those removed
who illegally reenter or attemPt to
er for those convicted of an "aggravated fe1ony."56 Immigrants
sancrions- The latter includes reinreenter after being removed face severe criminar and immigrarion
to remain based on family ties'57
sratement of the prior removal order, with no possibitiry
to work' U'S' law imposes severe
Undocumented persons often use false documents in order
accePt false documents' or put false informapenalties on i--igr"nts who use, purchase' Possess, or
benefit' The consequences can
tion on a valid documenr, in order to gain an immigration-related

and even incarceration'
include fines, permanenr inadmissibiliry,la deportation,lg
overcome the lads many barriers to
Finally, immigrants approved for family-based visas, who
lawful Permanent residents' Backlogs
reunification, sdll face multi-year waits before they can become
immigrant's nationality and relationship to
in visa preference categories vary based on the intending
child of a Permanent resident would currentthe sponsor. For example, a Mexican sPouse or minor
daughter of a permanent resident would
ly face nearly an eight-year backlog. A Mexican adult son or
face nearly a thirteen-year wait.60

to become a Permanent resident'
once the visa become available, the family member can apply
in the united States or "consular ProThis occurs through either the "adjustment of status" process
another delay. In FY 2003, the average processing
cessing,, abroad. In either case, he or she faces yet
The total number of immigration
time for an adjustment of sratus application was 33 months.61
million in FY 2000 rc 6'2 million in FY 2003'62
applications in the processing backlog grew from 3'9
reform' many undocumented persons who
Absent a legalization Program or significant immigration
spend years, if not the remainder of their
have been approved for family-based visas will nonetheless
lives, in undocumented status'

Irnrnigrant Laborers
undocumented workers and allow for a more
A legalization program would srrengthen the position of
failed in its goal of preventing undocumented
stable and productive workforce. As stated, IRCA

:<INA S212(a)(9XAXii).
55il.
56ld.

:zWa

S241(a)(5).

58INA 5212(a)(6)(F).
yINA S237(a)(3)(CXi).
6oDepartment of st*e, Burcau of consukr Affairc_vis1 Bullctk (Feb. 2004).
Sufticient to Fund
6lGeneral Accounting office, "Immigation Application F..r, curr.., Fees fue Not
Operations," GAO-04-309R $an. 5,2004)
621d.

tt

40'

*36.
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migration through "employer sanctions." The threat of sanctions has, instead, operated as a tool for
predatory employers who, in return for assuming a minimal risk that they will be fined, demand that

their undocumented employees work for low wages in poor conditions.63 Employers also use the
threat of deportation to suppress organizing efforts.6a A.legalization program will remove this club.

It would

also remove a barrier to immigrant participation in organized labor. Despite recent orga-

nizingvicrories, membership in labor unions declined from39 percent of the overall U.S. workforce in
1954,6, to 12.9 percenr in2003.66 Only 8.2 percent of private sector employees now belong to labor
unions.67 Yet the financial benefits of union membership are manifest; the median earnings of union
members significantly exceed those of unrepresented workers.68 In recent years' labor unions have targeted undocumenred workers

in their organizing

drives.6e This shift

in strategy reflects the growing

immigrant work force and the level of abuses in industries that rely heavily on undocumented workers.To

l]ndocumentedworkers also bear the brunt of the deficiencies and loopholes in the U.S. system
of labor prorections. The National Labor Relations Act (NLRA)zt prohibits employers from interfering with the rights to organize, bargain collectively, strike, pressure employees to suPPort a Particular union, or discourage rhem from joining a labor organization. \flhile the NLRAs Protections
apply to undocumented workers, millions of workers in immigrant-dominated industries fall outside
its definition of "emplofees,"72 including an estimated three million agricultural laborers, one million
domestic employees, and seven million independent contractors.T3 Agricultural laborers and domes-

tic workers

-

who are heavily undocumented - suffbr from some of the worst conditions in the U.S.

labor force, including indentured servitude and slavery.74

"Forbidden
Kwong, "Forbidden Workers: Illegal Chinese Immigrans and American Labor," Wl\?i Norton & Company, Inc. (1997) Ihereinafter
lVorkers"] at 172-174.
64R.H. Thylor, "Undocumented Hotel W'orkers \(ho Formed Union Are Released," Star Tiibune (Oct. 20, 1999); S. Greenhouse, "lmmigrana in the
Middle of Union Push at Bakery," Neu York Times (Oct.9, 2000); N. Cleetand, "Unionizing Is Catch-22 for Illegal Immigants," Los Angeles Times
63P.

0m.16,2000).

65"Unfair Advanage" at 7, footnote I 1.
66U.S. Deputmeni of Lbor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Union Members in 2003," USDL 04-13 (Jmuary 21, 2004), available at
h ttp : // wwu. b k. gou/neus. re lt ase/ unio n2. nrO. h tm.
671d.

68ld.

lrvel in Seven Decades, Neu Yorh Times (Sepr, 4, 2000): "Tearnsters Put Nry Focus on Immigrants:
An Interview with Jmes P. Hoffa, Presidenr of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters," San Jose Mercury Nrs (Sept. 4, 2000); M. Fm,
"Unions' Latest Orgmizing Push: Immigran ts," San Jose Mercury Neus (Jan. 21, 2000); T. Burns, "Unions Halt Decline in Membership," lVashington
695. Greenhouse, "Foreign Workers ar Highest

Times Qan.20, 2000).
To"Forbidden Workers" at 14-17.
7r29 USC SS151_169.
7229 USC St52(3).

73"Unfair Advmtage" at I89.
74J. Bowe, "Nobodies, Does Slavery Exist in America?," The New Yorher (Apr. 2l and 28,2003); D. Frmce, "Slavery's New Face," Neusweeh (Dec.18,
2000); Cathotic tegal Immigration Nerwork, Inc., "Vork !7'ithout Justice: Iow W'age Immigrmt laborers" (2000) at 7-8' 16-21' "Unfir
Advantage" at 176-178.
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The NLRAT enforcement remedies are weak, and its strongest remedy does not apply to the
undocumented. The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) can order an employer ro pay back
wages and benefits, reinstate an employee, obey the law, and undo the illegal steps taken.75 These

penalties do not dissuade anti-organizing efforts, including firing labor organizers.T6

In addition,

under a2002 U.S. Supreme Court decision, undocumented workers who are illegally fired for union
organizing cannot receive back pay.tt
Tide VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prech:des discrimination based on national origin in hir-

ing, firing, classification, recruitment, compensation and provision of benefits.78 However, its protections do not extend to undocumented workers in the five states subject to the jurisdiction of the

Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals.Te
Apart from the groups not covered by these laws, remedies for violations typically do not dissuade
employer misconduct. This goes pardy to the remedial purposes of the laws. The Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA), for example, aims to make mistreated employees financially whole, rather than

to punish employers. Thus, remedies for minimum or overtime wage violations include back pay and

liquidated damages equal to the amount owed.8o Repeated or willful violadons of these provisions
carry fines no greater than $1,000 per violation.8l The penalties for firing or discriminating against
employees who bring complaints or institute FLSA legal actions include reinstatemenr, promotion,

payment of lost wages, and liquidated damages equal to lost wages.82

Viltful violations of these pro-

visions carry potential criminal liabiliry.al Even assuming consistent reporting of violations, these
penalties lack the teeth to serve as a meaningful disincentive to violations.84 State laws do not sig-

nificantly bolster protections against employer misconduct.85
Finally, federal and state governments lack the resources to enforce existing laws. The number of

tripled since 1950, but the NLRB staff has fallen to 2,000 people,
slightly above 1950levels.86 Likewise, the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) employs 850 "wage and
unfair labor practice

cases has

7529 USC St60(c).

76"Un6ir Advmtage" at

18.

77Hoffman Plzstics Compound, Inc. r.

NLM, l22S.Cr.

1275 (2002).

7842USC S2000e-2(a).
TeChaudhr! u. Mobil

Oil Corporution,186 F.3d 502,504-505 (4th Cir. 1999); Egbana u. Time-Life Libraries, Inc.,153 F.3d 184, 186-188 (4th Cir.
1998), cert. dznied,525 U.S. 1 142 (1999).
8029 USC
5216(b).
8t29 USC 5216(e).
8229 USC Szt6(b).
8329 USC 52t6(a).
aaSimilrly, under Title MI, courts may enjoin unlatdrl practices or order the payment of back pay, reinstatement, hiring, or other equitable relief.
<zUSC S2000e-5(g)(1). Undocu*ented persons cmnot be reinstated.
85J. Gordon, "The Campaign for the Unpaid Wages Prohibition Act: l,atino Immigrans Change New York
Wage law," Carnegie Endowment lor
International Peace, International Migration Policy Program, Working Paper, No.4 (Sept. 4, 1999); North Cuolina Occupational Safety md Health
Project and the Association of Latino Workers of North Crolina, "Abuse of Immigant \forkers: Exposing the Injustices Committed by Area

Employers" (Nov. 16, 1999).
86"Unfair Advan tage" at 26.

t2

hour" investigators, who must cover more than seven million work establishmencs, and roughly 100 mil-

lion full- and part-time workers.sT States employ an estimated 500 additional investigators.88 A 1997
survey of 46 state labor departments found 26 with 10 or fewer compliance officers.89 These states
employed (in total) less than nine full-time compliance officers to investigate child labor violations.
Typically, only a fraction of these officers speak Spanish or any language other than English.ro Legal status would provide low-wage laborers an indispensable tool in attempting to protect themselves

in the

workplace.

National Security
The U.S. immigration system plays an important role in the fight against rerrorism. It can, in theory, prevent a terrorist from entering the country and can track immigranrs who have been legaily
admitted. The security-related immigration reforms since September

1lth

have focused on expand-

ed use of detention, closed deportation hearings, intergovernmental information sharing, tightening
visa procedures, registering and tracking temporary visitors, conducting raids

in

select worksites, and

expanding identity and security checks.el

Many of these measures affect only legal immigrants. The others reach only

a

fraction of the U.S.

undocumented population. There is no evidence that Al Qaeda has infiltrated the counrry in undocumented migrant streams. The September 1lth terrorists entered on temporaryvisas. In addition,

AI Qaeda ffies to use "clean" operatives, i.r., those without criminal records or immigration problems
and who do not otherwise meet terrorist profiles.e2 Nonetheless, a legalization program would bring
the nationt undocumented out of the shadows, allowing the government to conduct stringent iden-

tiry and security checks. It would also reduce the number of illegal border crossers so that the United
States could focus its enforcement efforts on security threats.g3

ZESSOA/S FROM IRCA

IRCA aflowed for the legalization of persons who had been unlawfully present since before January
I, 1982 (general amnesty)ea and for special agricultural workers who had worked 90 days in certain
8Tlnformation provided by U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Public Affairs (Mrch 17, 2003).
88G. Anderson, "Fighting Sweatshop Abuses: An Intervis with Chrles Kernag;hn," America (May 27, 2000) at7, 12.
seThe Child Labor Coalition, "Highlights of The Child Iabor Coalitiont 1997 Child labor State Survei''
[an. 1997).
eo"The Fight for Dignity' at 18.

9rD.Kerwin,"Migrms,Borders,andNadonalSecurity:U.S.

ImmigrationPolicySinceSeptembertl,200l," OccasionalPapersSeries,Centerfor

Migration Studies (2002).
92Migration Policy Institute, "America's Challenge: Domestic Securiry Civil Liberties, and National UnityAfter September
93C.J. Kramargin, "Temporary-\Torker Plan Seen as Aid to Enforcement," Ariztna Dai$ Star (Mx. 17, 2OO4).
e4INA S245A.

r3

1lth' (2003) at 9-11.

rypes of agriculture during a 12-month period

rience provides lessons

in 1985-86 (SA\7 program).e5 Looking back, the expe-

in how to craft meaningful legislation,

PrePare

for its implementation, and

conduct an effective application process.

During the Legislatiue

Process

IRCA was ar least ten years in the making and the result of many comPeting forces finally reaching a
compromise. In conflicr were growers' desire for a cheap and reliable source of farm labor and farmworkers' need for protection from exploitation. Growers feared that a Program that offered undocumented aliens job portabiliry and permanent residence would lead to labor shortages, since workers

would gravitate to higher paying, nonagricultural jobs. They argued for an expanded and streamlined
guest-worker program whereby temporary laborers would be allowed to enter and work for a specific employer at a designated wage. Advocates fought against this and held out for amnesty Programs
that would legalize the workforce while allowing for future "replenishment workers" in the event of
labor shortages. IRCA also introduced immigration verification requirements, employer sanctions for

unlawful employment, and tougher border and other enforcement measures. To counter this
increased enforcemenr, advocates pushed for and obtained rwo amnesry Programs and an updating
of the registry date so that undocumented aliens who had been living and working in the United
for a certain number of years could obtain Permanent residence.
The law Congress ultimately passed set realistic standards for establishing eligibiliry. General
to
amnesry applicants needed to prove unlawful residence since before January l, 1982;e6 SA\7s had

States

establish employmenr

in

seasonal agricultural services

during the one-year period ending on May

1,

of documentary evidence for each year of
claimed residence, general amnesty applicants were allowed to use declarations from friends or

l9l6.e7 \7hile the INS preferred receiving

some form

employers ro cover large periods of time.e8 SA\W applicants were allowed to submit a single declara-

tion from a farmlabor crewleader to document prior employment.gg In fact, once the SA\7 submitted the declaration, the burden shifted to the federal agenq to establish its unreliabiliry.too Congress
recognized that by the nature of their work and their need to migrate, few undocumented farm-

estNA 5210.
e6INA S24rA(a)(2)(A).
gzrNA

Szro(a)(tXB).

PeNt 5245a.2(d)(3).
qrNA S210.3(c)(3).
toorNA s210.3(b)(1).
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workers would have maintained employment records indicating where they had worked, the number

of hours, and the type of crops picked, during the relevant period.
Congress also recognized that undocumented workers would be reluctant

-

at least at first

-

to

file their applications directly with the INS due to fear of possible arrest and deportation. Therefore,
they were allowed to file with "qualified designated entities" (QDEs) that would in turn forward the

applications to the Service.l0l Creating this buffer helped encourage applicants to file with one of the

QDEs and work with that agency's staff in the application process. Unfortunately, Congress failed to
establish firm standards for the designation of QDE status, resulting in "notarios" and other for-prof-

it

consultants obtaining designation. Ultimately, a total of 977 QDEs were designated, many of
which were not BlA-recognized, attorney-staffed, or even nonprofit. The INS should have limited

QDE status to those nonprofit agencies that had evidenced a capacity, in both experience and expertise, to run a successful and high-volume legalization program. It should then have advertised the
names of those QDEs and encouraged applicants to contact them.

IRCA limited the implementation stage to six months. This required the federal agenq to

gear

up quickly to implement both employer sanctions, general amnesty, updated registry SA'W legaliza-

tion, and other IRCA programs. In hindsight, there was simply too much for INS to do in the sixmonth period between IRCAs

passage and the start

of the application period: launch campaigns pub-

licizing the terms of the amnesty programs; draft preliminary interim, and final regulations; develop

with local community-based organizations, most of which they had previously considered adversaries; and try to

a system for multi-level adjudication; hire adjudicators; develop working relations

mitigate the "fear factor" that would make eligible aliens wary of applying. But the time pressure did
force the agency to act, and

it ultimately

met the statutory deadline.

It

decided on a "hierarchal

review" approach to adjudication where intake and initial recommendations were made at the district

level. Final adjudication was made at the regional level. Appellate review took place at the national
level. It established new legalization ofEces (LOs), regional processing facilities (RPFs), and

a legal-

ization appeals unit (tALf .l02 This general regional/local model remains in effect today for the adju-

dication of many types of immigration benefits.
To further ensure that eligible persons would not be intimidated from applying, Congress added
language guaranteeing the confidentiality of the applicant and protecting against civil enforcement

should the application be 4.rri.d.to3 Basically, the INS was prohibited from initiating deportation

rotINA

SS2

10(b)(z), za5A(c)(t)(B).

r028 CFR SS245a.1(j),

ro:wa

SSz

(k),245a.2(p), (r).
to(b)(6)(A), 245A(cX5).
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proceedings against an unsuccessful applicant unless the agency was also seeking criminal prosecution

for fraud, which it rarely did. This proved a .very effective tool in persuading persons to come forward and

^pp|y,

even though certain agency officials later sought ways around this provision.

Congress failed to provide benefits for the ineligible dependents of amnesty aliens. This resulted

in certain family members living in fear of detection. \When the legalized aliens obtained permanent
residence and filed family-based visa applications for their spouses and children, the backlogs

in the

second preference category swelled. The administration tried to address the problem by allowing for
the granting of work authorization and protection from deportation for family members who did not

qualify for one of the legalization programs but who had nevertheless been in the United States for

a

certain period of time. This "family fairness" program ultimately led to the formal Family Uniry program

in

1990 when Congress passed subsequent legislation.toa Congress has now recognized that

dependents must be provided some form of protection and has made this a part of later programs,
such as the Nicaraguan Adjustment and Central American ReliefAct (NACARA)105 and the Haitian
Refugee Immigration Fairness

After

Passage

Act (HRIFA;.toe

and Before Implementation

with QDEs in conducting an outreach and publicity campaign to advertise the general amnesty program's requirements and benefits. It later appropriated and
Congress mandated that the INS cooperate

allocated funding for this purpose. However, most of the publicity funds were contracted to one nation-

al media company, and little of

it trickled down to

the local community-based organizations (CBOs).

Although local advertising and outreach proved very successful, the costs were mosdy borne by the

CBOs. Also, most of the

advertising about legalization targeted the Hispanic market, leaving the

non-Hispanics largely in the dark.lo7 The lesson is that more money should have been appropriated for
outreach to

a

wider range of ethnic groups and that at least some of that money should have gone to the

local CBOs for their efforts. They played
they

will

be in a similar position

a

vital role in broadcasting the message about legalization, and

in the implementation of any future earned legalization.

Final regulations set amnesqF application fees at $185 ($50 for a child) with a family cap of
$420.108

This amount of money proved difficult to raise for many applicants, but the agency did

ro4lmmigration Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 10l-649 (Nov 29, 1990), 5301; 8 CFR 5236.10-16.
ro5Pub. L. No. 105-100, 111Stat.2t60 (Nov. 19,1997),mmendedbyPub. L.No. 105-139, lll Stat.2644(Dec.2, 1997),S202(d).
r06Pub. L. No. 105-277, 112 Stat. 2681-538 (Oct. 21, 1998), as amended by Pub. L. No. 106-386, S902(d).
tozs. Baker, The Cautioas
'J(ehome: The Legalization Programs of the Imrnigration Reform and Control Act, the Raad Corporation md the Urban
Institute (1990) at 7, 120-131.
ro88 CFR 103.7(aXl 988)
S
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allow for the filing of fee waiver requests. These fees now seem small in comparison to those recent-

ly proposed for more rourine immigration applications (a.g., $185 for an I-130; $320 for an N-400).
A coalition of national nonprofit organizations was formed in Washington, DC and worked close-

ly together during the six-month planning stage. They met regularly as a group with INS, provided
input during the regulatory comment period, disseminated information ro rheir affiliates throughout
the country, received feedback from them, and advocated for a generous interpretation of rhe statu-

tory provisions. Once the regulations were published, these groups divided up rhe labor for writing
instruction manuals, conducting training, providing technical assistance, crearing communiry education materials, and initiating class-action challenges. Many of these same groups are sdll acdve in the
'Washington,
DC area and perform some of the same functions. The process of implemenring
IRCA sffengthened alliances among these groups and, to some exrenr, their future relationship with

INS officials. Input into IRCA later evolved into advocary for future reform legislation and administrative actions at the national level, and organizing/civic empowermenr at the local level.

At the local level, many faith-based and other organizations sprang up or expanded to address the
communityt need for competent, low-cost immigration assistance. Many of these organizations continued providing other immigration services long after amnesry was over; some are still active today.
As a result of IRCA, many grassroots organizations providing services to immigranrs are now better
connected at both the local and national levels.

During the period before applications were accepted, many local service providers hired more
staff rented additional space, and purchased new computers and other equipment. They sent their
staffs for training and purchased legal reference materials. These agencies benefited from their invest-

ments in personnel and infrastructure during the application period and thereafter. But in some

it

caused short-term financial strains when revenue derived

cases

from the applicants was lower than

expected and the bulk was received toward the end of the application period.

Many local programs launched their own outreach and publicity campaigns using self-generared

with local media; provided information and quotable statements; and contributed articles, letters, and editorials. They met regularly with INS district office
staff and worked together in advertising the legalization programs. These relationships - with both
materials and bilingual staffl They met

the media and the INS

-

continued after legalization ended.

During the Implementation Sage
Agencies developed different models to deal

with the legalization, depending on rhe size of the agency,

their prior experience and knowledge of immigration law, the anticipated number of applicants, their
17

financial resources, and their abiliry to recruir volunreers. Some of rhe
more successful faith-based
Programs worked with local priests or other religious leaders to encourage participation of both applicants and volunteer staff. These agencies conducted interviews in
churches and communiry centers
and relied on the trained volunteers to screen applicants, complete the
forms, assemble

documents,
and photocopy the applications. Final review and qualiry control was
performed by a staff attorney
or experienced immigration counselor. Most programs charged applicants
$100 for the service,
which covered their costs and encouraged client "buy-in." The challenges included
training and
supervising the volunteers and extra staff,, coordinating all the group sessions
and after-hours work,
staying abreast of legal interpretations, and meeting client expectations.
Every program reported
working long hours and experiencing tremendous srress.

The national or regional support organizations, such as Migration and Refugee
Immigrant Legal Resource Center, prepared model intake/client interview forms
and

Services and

detailed legal
reference materials. They also provided ongoing technical assisrance.
Much of the wrirten material
was geared for inexperienced agenc'/ staff and tried to cover all possible
legal complications. Local
programs used these materials extensively at least in the beginning and appreciated

the thought
and legal expertise that went into their development. The materials and training
encouraged local
practitioners to screen applicants carefully for a full range of possible problems and
ro submit as much
documentation of residency as reasonably possible. This erring on the side of
caurion, however,
resulted in longer interviews and fatter applications than proved necessary,
given the adjudication
standards that INS applied. Some agencies stopped using the model intake
forms and just worked
off the application form itself, and submitted less documentation, which speeded up the
process considerably.

QDEs were suPPosed to receive $15 from the INS for every legalization application they submitted ($te if theywere operating under a national umbrella organization).ror 11r', figure
should
have been set higher

-

tion'

at least $25

-

given the amount of work involved in assembling each applica-

However, the INS was also authorized to advance funds to agencies that entered into
these
"cooperative agreements" based on the number of applications
they expected to turn in. The INS
didnt recouP the difGrence when agencies failed to meer expecrarions, but it did withhold payment

to agencies that submitted more applications than they were compensared for in the
up-fronr moneys' A bigger problem was that many applicants went ro the
for initial consultation
QDEs

-

even help in assembling documents and

to9The Cautious l(elcome at

filling our rhe application

4, 63,
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and advice

- and then filed directly with the

INS.

Some went to notarios who promised speedier results. Many of the QDEs were not fully reim-

bursed for their efforts. Roughly 18 percent of the applications filed with the INS were submitted by

QDEs,tto a figure that does not reflect all the work they did through outreach, community education,"cltarhs," group sessions, and one-on-one initial client interviews. Some QDEs should have
taken better steps to retain clients, file more applications, and obtain higher reimbursemenrs.

The general amnesty program was designed to pay for itself in application fees, which it ultimately

did.
last

However, receipts flowed into the INS more slowly

tlan anticipated, and then surged during the

month. Rather than request a specific Congressional appropriation to implement the program, the

agenq/ borrowed from other INS programs. The federal agenq went through the same growth spurt

and spending spree as some local CBOs. But anticipated revenue was

offby 25 percent by the end of
the first fiscal year, resulting in belt-tightening and staff reductions. During the last couple months of
the application period, when filings were at their highest, the INS was undersratred. This proved unfor-

tunate, since the agenq needed to encourage people to file and facilitate their filing in order to increase
revenues. Ultimately, the agenry collected $189 million in application receipts from the general amnesry

program and $137 million from the SA\7 program, which surpassed their expec621ien5.l11 But to
encourage earlier

filing and generate more timely revenue, the INS should have allowed the filing of

skeletal applications and the later submission of supporting documentation.

\fith

some important exceptions

-

such as its interpretation of "known to the government" and

"brief, casual, and innocent departures'112

-

the INS adjudicated applications for the general amnesty

program in a generous fashion. The adjudicatory system, where there was intake and interview at the
local level and adjudication at the higher level, worked

well. Out of the 1.75 million applications for

temporary residence, the agenry granted 1.65 miflion, resulting in an overall approval rate of 94 percent.l13 But far fewer people applied for general amnesty than the four million the agency had anticipated, and a disproportionate percentage of Hispanics applied than other ethnic groups. The agenry

failed to set forth clear standards for the adjudication of applications that were based largely or exclusively on affidavits. And the agency was also overly narrow in its interpretation of some of the statu-

tory provisions, resulting in confusion, reluctance on the part of potential applicants, and protracted
litigation, most of which ultimately succeeded in broadening eligibiliry. Two of the major class-action
lawsuits filed

in 1987 werejust recently

seftled.l14

tt0Jd. ar20.

tttJd etTl-72.
lr2INA SS245A(,X2)(B), 245A(a)(3)(B); 8 CFR S245a.1(d), (g).
ll3"Immigration Reform md Control Act: Report of the kgalizedAlien Population," U.S. Deputment of
Justice, Immigration md Naturaliztion
Service (1992) [hereinafter IRCA Report] at vii, 5.
rr4Catholic Social Seruicer Inc. a. Ndge, No. Civ. 5-86-1343-LKK (8.D. Cal.
Jn.23,2004) (order approving settlement); Muman u. tlSCIS, Civ.
No. 87-4757-VDK(C\fx) (C.D. Cai. Feb. 18, 2004) (order approving settlement).
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In contrast, the

agency quickly suspected widespread fraud

in the SA\W program, and this belief

pervaded the adjudication process. The RPFs took procedural shortcuts and applied the wrong stan-

dard in adjudicating SA\X/ applications, resulting in court-mandated readjudications and delay.tt:

into interrogations. Far
-J'1r.
trr",
legalization (1.3 million) than were projected (250,000).tte

Some local LOs mounted their own anti-fraud effbrts and turned interviews

more aliens applied for SA\W

approval rate did not reflect the long delays that many applicants experienced. Four years after the

application period began, the agenry had yet to adjudicate one quarter of the applications. Nor did

it

reflect the wholesale denial

of applications containing

declarations from certain crewleaders

believed to have committed fraud. For example, some crewleaders signed both legitimate and fraud-

ulent declarations. SA\W applicants who had worked the required number of days in seasonal agricultural employment were treated the same as those who did not if the same crewleader signed their
declarations. The agenci/ believed the standard of proof and documentary evidence
declaration

- was too low and difficult for the agency to refute. This resentment

-

one crewleader

can now be seen in

pending farmworker legalization legislation, in which Congress is raising the bar for applicants and
requiring more specificiry and proof of past agricultural labor.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE NEXT PRO GRAM
A generous legalization bill could be crafted in various ways. Eligibiliry could turn primarily,

as

it did

under IRCA, on time in the country. Similarly, the U.S. "registry" program provides a path to lawful
permanent residenry for those who have resided continuously in the United States since before January

l,

L972.tr7 This date could be moved forward. IRCAs Special Agricultural'Worker (SA\{D program

provided status based on time

in a particular job (farm labor). The pending Agricultural

Job

Opportuniry Benefits, and SecuriryAct of 2003 (S. 1645 and H.R.3142) would do the same. Other
programs, like the Nicaraguan and Central American ReliefAct (NACARA)ll8 and the Haitian Refugee

Immigration Fairness Act (HRIFA),11e sfFelsd country-specific relieC The pending Development,
Reliefl and Education for Alien Minors (DREAM) Acttzo would provide status to a specific grouP
(immigrant students) based on their equitable ties to the United States. \Thatever its primary eligibility criteria, the following specific recommendations should be considered in crafting the next program:

tt5See, e.g.,
I

Haitian Rtfugee Center a. Nebon, 872 F.2d, 1555 (11th Cir. 1989), affd, McNarl
t6lRCA Report at 5.

u.

Haitian

Rtfugee Center,

lnc.,498 U.S. 479 (1991).

il7INA 5249.
rr8Pub. L. No.105-100,111 Stat.2160 (Nov. 19,1997), asamendedbyPub.
rrePub. L. No. 105-277, 112 Stat. 2681-538 (Oct.2l, 1998).
r20S. 1545 and

H.R. 1684.
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L.No.105-139,111 Stat.2644(Dec.2,1997).

The program should aftempt to address future migration flows. A rolling registry, for example,
would automatically move forward the "entry'' date that triggers lawful permanenr residence. An
increase

in employment- or family-based immigration

would also have prospective effect.
Immigration enforcement measures have proven ineffective in stemming undocumented migra-

tion.

Expanded legal avenues for migration

-

visas

reflecting labor, economic, and family realities

-

would be more efFective.
Given the terrorist threat, any program will lack credibiliry and support if it does not include a
"good moral character" requirement, and rigorous identiry and securiry clearance procedures.

The next legalization program should be designed to enhance national securiry.
Persons who apply but who do not ultimately qualify should nor be subject ro arresr or deportation. Applicant information should be kept confidential. \Without this guarantee, few immi-

will come forward. The requirement also protecs employers who have been complicit in
document fraud. Confidentialiry should be preserved, except in cases that raise criminal issues

grants

that are not associated with undocumented starus.
QDEs should be written into the bill. They can play a crucial role in public educarion, outreach,
convincing applicants to come forward, preparing strong applications, and liaising with the government. The QDEs should be attorney-driven or BlA-recognized nonprofit, rax-exempr agencies. Any legalization program will invariably be complicated and, thus, will require legal exper-

tise. QDE status should not be available to unqualified notaries or even nonprofit agencies that
are not authorized to practice immigration law. This will limit the number of
QDEs, but it will
for legitimate nonprofits to apply ro rhe Board of Immigration Appeals for
Iegal "recognition" and staff "accreditation" so that they can legally practice law. Charitable legal
create an incentive

capacity can be created in places where

it

does not exisr. Since QDEs would serve as the govern-

ment's prory in accepting applications, rhey should be adequately compensated.

Any program must include adequate funding for outreach, which should be widely available to
immigrant rights groups, QDEs and other community-based organizations. This funding should
not be used exclusively for Spanish-speaking persons. Successful communiry education models,
like the Office of Special Counselt anti discrimination program, should be explored.
There should be more than six months berween passage of the bill and the programt implementation. Many, if not most, of the pressing programmatic and interpretive issues will need to be
resolved by regulation. Congress should mandate an expedited rulemaking process.

If key

issues

not resolved at the program's outset, this will lead to inefficiencies and litigation. Establishing
an aPProPriate adjudication system will also be time-consuming. The need for a highJeyel nonare

Sovernmental/government liaison group during this period (and even before) to tackle these
2T

issues

will

be crucial. Time

will

also be needed

for publicity

and outreach.

Similarly, the actual application period should be longer than one year. An additional few months
would significantly increase the number of persons who would file for this relief. These timing
issues

- length of set-up and application periods -

need to be considered together. A shorter start-

up period, for example, argues for a longer application period.
Given its size and complexiry a legalization program will require a separare corps of specially
trained adjudicators, similar to the asylum corps. A program that attempted to operare through
existing systems would worsen the backlog and customer service problems that plague DHS.

An operationally distinct program within DHS will cost money. Given the likelihood of a low
number of filings at its outset, a significant appropriation will be needed ro supporr it. It would
be disruptive if DHS borrowed from its other revenue sources and resources to fund e legahzation program, even for a short period of time.
Any program must provide derivative benefits to the immediate family members of applicants.
These are family members who would not themselves qualify forlegalization. IRCA and SA\7 did
not provide derivative benefits. The Immigration Act of l99}12r Act created a"famlly uniry" program, allowing the spouses and unmarried children of legalization beneficiaries to sray in the
United States and work legally until they received a family-based visa. Once IRCA beneficiaries
became lawful permanent residents, they began to petition for second preference visas, leading to

the current multi-year backlogs in this preference category. A similarly disruptive scenario would
be avoided with a derivative benefit provision.

Derivative benefits should not turn on the abiliry of the beneficiary ro supporr the family mem-

ber. This requirement would effectively bar those most in need of legalization and would constitute a barrier to family uniry (akin to the "affidavit of support" requirement under currenr law)
based only on income.

The burden of proof and evidentiary standards must be sufficiently generous. IRCA used a "preponderance of the evidence" standard. Eligibiliry criteria like length of time in the counrry com-

bined with the fact that undocumented persons do not typically generare a significant paper rrail,

for a generous standard. A more stringent standard, "clear and convincing evidence,"
would exclude many bona fide applicants. In addition, the kinds of documentarion that will sufargues

fice must be broader than official government documents. The Violence Against \7omen Act,rzz

for example, established an "all credible evidence" standard.

r2rPub. L. No. 101-649, 104 Stat. 4978 (Nov. 29, l99O).
r22violent Crime and law Enforcement Act ol 1994, Pub. L. No. lo3-322,108 Stat. 1953 (Aug.
31,l9g4).
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A nvo-step legalization program

-

- conditional

residence, then unconditional permanent residence

is inefficient and unnecessary, provided the first step includes rigorous adjudication standards

and background checks.

A two-step

process allows the government a second review of the appli-

cant, but an adequate review could be accomplished in one srep.

The bill must define its operative terms as unambiguously

to avoid the kind of litigation that left so many IRCA

as

possible, both for the applicants and

for so long. In the inrervening years, terms like "brief, casual and innocent," "known to the government," and "continuous residence" have been defined

cases unsemled

with more precision. This should benefit

any legalization pro-

gram.

Finally,

as stated,

undocumented persons commit a range of immigration violations rhar preclude

their reentry into the country and their permanent residency. \flithout a broad waiver for these
of[enses, a Program would not succeed in its primary purpose . A legalization program should
make some grounds of inadmissibility inapplicable, allow others to be waived on a discretionary
basis, and maintain a

limited few

as nonwaivable. Refugees,

for example, are not subject ro rhe

public charge, documentation, and labor certification grounds of inadmissibiliry.tzr All other
grounds - except controlled substance, national securiry terrorism, genocide, and Nazi parry
membership

-

can be waived for humanitarian, family unity or public inreresr reasons. An

expanded refugee waiver
grounds

of inadmissibiliry -

which also made inapplicable the unlawful presence and related
would gready benefit the next legalization program.

r23lNA S20g(c).
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